Morriston
July 4th
Chinese Plates

Part 2 of some
Swansoa.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in Swansoa.

Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a swansoa.

How many examples of the Chinoiserie porcelain can you find in that were made in Swansoa?

Examples of this style as well as places featuring more local pictures Chinoiserie (pronounced sheen-whizz-ee), there are several popular to imitate Chinese images, in a style that became known as when Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.

First imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often

Global and local designs
Favourite holiday location

Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is
Swanse.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in
the gallery?

How many examples of the Chinese-style porcelain can you find in
that were made in Swansea.

examples of this style as well as places featuring more local pictures
Chinoiserie (pronounced sheen-wa-ree). There are several
popular in that region of Chinese images, in a style that became known as

When Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was

Decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.

The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often

Global and local designs
Favorite holiday location

Important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a

Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is

Swans eat.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in

the gallery?

How many examples of the Chinese porcellain can you find in

that were made in Swansea.

examples of this style as well as pieces featuring more local pictures

Chinese (pronounced sheen-waas-tiee) There are several

popular to imitate Chinese images in a style that became known as

When Europeans learnt how to make porcellain for themselves it was

Global and local designs

The first imported porcellain plates, bowls and cups were often

decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.
favourite holiday location

Important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a

Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is

Swansea.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in

the gallery?

How many examples of the Chinese Chinoiserie can you find in

that were made in Swansea.

examples of this style, as well as places featuring more local pictures

Chinoiserie (pronounced sheen-wa-ree), there are several

popular to include Chinese images, in a style that became known as

When Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was

Global and local designs

The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often
decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.
Favorite holiday location

Important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a

Use space to make up your own design with a place that is

Swansea.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in

the gallery?

How many examples of the Chinese style porcelain can you find in

that were made in Swansea.

Examples of this style are well as places featuring more local pictures

Chinese (pronounced Sheen-Whee-sta-nee). There are several

popular to imitate Chinese images in a style that became known as

When Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was

Global and local designs

decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.

The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often
favouite holiday location

important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a

Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is

Swanseas.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in

the gallery?

How many examples of the Chinese style porcelain can you find in

that were made in Swansea?

examples of this style as well as places featuring more local pictures

Chinese (pronounced sheen-whiz-u-ray). There are several

popular to imitate Chinese images. In a style that became known as

When Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was

decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.

The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often

Global and local designs

Megan Phillips
Favorite holiday location
important to you — your home, your place of birth, a city or even a
Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is
Swansea.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in
the gallery.

How many examples of the Chinese style porcelain can you find in
that were made in Swansea?

examples of this style as well as plates featuring more local pictures
Chinese style (pronounced sheen-wha-ree). There are several
Chinoiserie popular in the late 19th century, a style that became known as
When Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was
derelated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.
The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often

Global and local designs
Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city, or even a Swansea.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in the gallery?

How many examples of Chinese porcelain can you find in that were made in Swansea?

Examples of this style as well as places featuring more local pictures of Chinese porcelain (pronounced Sheen-Moza-nee), there are several popular to imitate Chinese images, in a style that became known as Global and local designs.

The first imported porcelain plates, bowls, and cups were often decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.
Favorite holiday location

Important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a

Use space 2 to make up your own design with a place that is

Swanseae.

Use space 1 to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in

the gallery?

How many examples of the Chinoiserie porcelain can you find in

that were made in Swansea?

Examples of this style as well as places featuring more local pictures

Chinoiserie (pronounced sheen-wa-ree); there are several

popular to imitate Chinese images. In a style that became known as

When Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves, it was

decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.
The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often

Global and local designs
Favourite holiday location
Important to you – your home, your place of birth, a city or even a
country. Explain why and how.

Use space to make up your own design with a place that is
Swanseas.

Use space to draw one of the locally inspired designs made in
the gallery.

How many examples of the Chinese-style porcelain can you find in
that were made in Swansea?

Examples of this style are well as plates featuring more local pictures
of Chinese scenes (pronounced shen-wa-rey). There are several
popular to imitate Chinese images, in a style that became known as
when Europeans learnt how to make porcelain for themselves. It was

Global and local designs
decorated with Chinese images, such as the examples below.
The first imported porcelain plates, bowls and cups were often